CONFIDENCE IN MOBILE
SECURITY AT WORK OPENS
DOORS TO MOBILE ACCESS
According to a study by HID Global, 74% of European employees polled are not worried
about security when using their company mobile device at work. The trust that
employees have in mobile security is encouraging. You can build this confidence by
offering employees innovative solutions such as secure mobile access control
technology.

MOBILE USED AT WORK
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With positive attitudes to
mobile phones in the
workplace, this paves the
way for you to implement
smartphone- based
security features, such as
the ability to open doors.
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ARE YOU READY FOR MOBILE ACCESS?
My company does not enable us to
access different buildings via our
company phone, through sensors
that can open doors.
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“My company’s
approved mobile
applications are out
of date.”
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To successfully implement mobile access control, you must ensure that you implement
robust mobile security technologies that remain current and up to date. Mobile access
security should extend to enable visitors and contractors access to facilities on a
temporary basis through short-term credentials that they can use through their
smartphone.

SECURITY IMPLICATIONS
There are no security restrictions in
place at the company regarding mobile
phones.
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To what extent are you worried about
security when using your company
mobile?

71%

are not that worried
or not worried at all.

Employees are confident with using a mobile phone in the workplace. However, it is
crucial that you avoid breaking their trust by tightening mobile security where
weaknesses may exist. Convenience is king in today’s increasingly mobile era, but at the
same time security should not be compromised.

WHY SHOULD YOU IMPLEMENT
MOBILE ACCESS?
Mobile has become the go-to technology of the new millennium, offering convenience
and portability. In light of this development, leveraging mobile technology to access
doors, parking facilities and gates - not to mention networks, other applications and much
more - is a logical step in the evolution of access control.

A more convenient
end-user
experience

A more connected
workforce

A more efficient
security solution

A more secure
working
environment

If you would like to find out more, you can now download our eBook:
Mobile Access - What You Need to Know.

DOWNLOAD THE EBOOK
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